Introduction and Conventions
The propagator for the open neutral string in a slowly varying background U (1) gauge field was computed in [1] by solving the equations of motion
with the boundary conditions
where ≡ 4∂ z ∂z. Here the open string worldsheet Σ will denote the disk with Euclidean metric γ αβ = δ αβ . The complex coordinates z,z are related to the original strip coordinates σ, τ with τ rotated to t ≡ iτ and −∞ ≤ t ≤ ∞ , 0 ≤ σ ≤ π , by z ≡ e t+iσ ,z ≡ e t−iσ with Imz ≥ 0.
The propagator was found to be where
(1.4)
In [2] the above propagator was used to compute the "equal time" commutator of the string operators via a short distance expansion procedure [3] , and to define a noncommutativity parameter. This parameter entered in the definition of the star product of the noncommutative gauge theory derived in the scaling limit. The limiting gauge theory could be abelian or non-abelian (the latter case could be achieved by introducing ChanPaton matrices [4, 5, 6] in string amplitudes), but it only involved a single noncommutative 3 We have adopted here the rewriting of [2] , which corresponds to choosing a particular def- parameter. This scaling limit described massless charged and neutral non-abelian gluons living on a noncommutative geometry with one noncommutative parameter θ ij .
In this paper we start with a string theory in a non-abelian U (N ) background and study its scaling limit. Actually, we will restrict ourselves to backgrounds that reside in the U (1) N Cartan subgroup, but with different constant background U (1) fields on each brane. The novelty compared to the U (1) case is the presence of charged strings.
The first step will be to compute the propagator on the disk, which we do by starting with the mode expansion for the charged string originally derived in [1] . Hence, in sect.
2 we will rederive it in a more convenient notation, and pay special attention to the zero modes so to ensure that the the charged string mode expansion converges to the neutral one when the background fields at the two ends become the same. In sect. 4, we will then use this mode expansion together with the commutation relations to compute the charged string propagator. We will have to pay attention to which string states we use to define the propagator, as we want to recover the usual neutral string propagator (1.3) , when the backgrounds are the same at the two ends. This will require evaluating the propagator between coherent states of the Landau levels. In sect. 3, we therefore discuss the spectrum of the charged string.
In sect. 5, we repeat the usual argument [3] , but now compute two noncommutativity parameters, one at each end of the string. This emphasizes the interpretation that the noncommutativity of the D-brane worldvolume in the presence of a background B-field along the brane is really a property of the endpoint of the string, rather than a feature of the worldvolume itself. For a U (1) N background, there are N different noncommutativity parameters. In sect.6, we compute the short distance behavior of the operator products of tachyon vertex operators which are inserted on the boundaries, and show they reduce to star products, with two different noncommutativity parameters. These enter into the computation of the scattering amplitudes of the scaling limit theory.
In sect.7, we discuss the spectrum of the theory and show that there is a scaling limit in this more general background. In addition to the U (1) N massless gauge bosons, charged vector states survive for each Landau level. As in the string theory we start from, the states of the limiting non-abelian noncommutative gauge theory are no longer massless, but rather tachyonic or massive. An obvious question is what is the generalization of thê F 2 noncommutative Lagrangian. Our construction provides an example of the bimodules discussed in [2] .
Charged Open String Normal Mode Expansion
The complete worldsheet action for the "charged" string with different magnetic fields at each end is
Here 0 ≤ µ, ν ≤ 25 and the open strings end on Dp-branes in the (0, i) directions for
Variation of (2.1) gives the equations of motion for the worldsheet field
and the boundary conditions at each end of the string are
(Note that the worldsheet action for the neutral string, whose propagator in the directions along the Dp-brane is given in (1.3) , is a special case of (2.1) with B
(1)
ij ). For simplicity, we now specialize to the case where the ends of the string live on D2-branes, i.e. i = 1, 2. In this case the magnetic fields have only one component and we relabel them as B (1) 12 = q 1 B 12 and B (2) 12 = q 2 B 12 , where q 1 + q 2 = 0. We choose a diagonal metric in the 1, 2 directions with equal components g ij ≡ g −1 δ ij , and retain an overall factor since eventually we will scale the metric. The open string metric defined in (2.8) is
In a basis given by
, the charged string normal mode expansion [1] , [7] can be written as
with commutation relations
where
The oscillators a r ,ã s are non-integrally moded with r = n + A, s = n − A, for n ∈ Z. The operators have hermiticity a † r =ã −r and (
The comparison with the neutral string case is given by the limit as A → 0, and it requires care with the zero modes:
To make contact with the neutral string zero mode operators, we need therefore to identify the limits lim
The neutral string commutation relations in the ± basis are [a n ,ã m ] = 2G n δ n,−m ; [a n , a
(2.12) 4 The [x + , x − ] commutation relation, which provided the first indication of noncommutativity of spacetime in the context of strings in background gauge fields, was derived in [1] , and reexamined in [8] and [9] .
(2.13) one can show that the identification in (2.11) is consistent since
and [
Charged String Spectrum and Coherent States
We briefly review the charged string spectrum [1] in our notation, so that we can study its scaling limit in sect.7. We will also consider coherent states in order to introduce the states we use to define the charged string propagator. The commutation relations (2.7)
correspond to the operator product expansion
where we define complex worldsheet bosons a(z) = r∈Z+A a r z −r−1 ,ã(z) = s∈Z−Aã s z −s−1 , and the normal ordering as
The Virasoro current is L(z) = 
for each of the infinite number of states |x + . So they are degenerate all with the same tachyonic mass
since the contribution from these degrees of freedom to the mass operator is
There is a tower of oscillator states built from |x + starting with
which have masses α ′ m 2 = − etc. form equally spaced Landau levels each of infinite degeneracy and each is the lowest state of an oscillator tower such as that described in (3.6) .
To compute the charged string propagator we introduce the states 
and 
Charged String Propagator
In order to compute a charged propagator that reduces to the neutral expression (1.3)
as A goes to zero, we consider the charged string propagator on the disk evaluated between the states |α and |β . For |z| > |ζ|, we find it is given by
2)
The other non-zero component of the charged string propagator, for |z| > |ζ|, is To compute (4.1),(4.3) we used the normal mode expansion (2.5),(2.6), the commutation relations (2.7), the normal ordering defined in (3.2), and the states |α , |β described in (3.8), (3.9) . For all z, ζ, the charged string propagator is
The other component is given from the symmetry property
These are the propagators that reduce to the neutral string expressions since we can show
The right hand sides in (4.7), (4.8) are equivalent to the neutral propagators (1.3) in the ± basis. For completeness, we mention that other limits are also consistent. For example, as ζ → 0, we have
If we consider the simultaneous limit ζ → 0, A → 0, in the expression for G +− (z,z; ζ,ζ)
we must be careful to use lim ζ→0
The Set of Noncommutativity Parameters
We are going to compute the "equal time" commutator of the string operators at coincident points on the boundary [3] , [2] . We distinguish the two boundary regions of the open string disk as follows. On the boundary σ = 0, we have z = |z| = τ and ζ = |ζ| = τ ′ so τ, τ ′ > 0; while on σ = π, then z = |z|e iπ = τ and ζ = |ζ|e iπ = τ ′ so here τ, τ ′ < 0.
We will evaluate both of the propagators on the boundaries σ = 0 and σ = π, and find a different noncommutativity parameter 5 at each end of the string. For |z| > |ζ|, and on the boundary σ = 0, we have
We now compute the commutator that the defines the noncommutativity parameter at σ = 0.
5 After completion of our paper a preprint [10] appeared which derives these parameters from a charged string annulus propagator. Since the result is a short distance effect, it is independent of the topology of the worldsheet.
[
Notice that Θ 12 is the same expression that appears in the neutral string commutation relations (2.12). For |z| > |ζ|, and on the boundary σ = π, we have
The noncommutativity parameter at the σ = π end of the string is defined from the propagators on the boundary τ = Rez < 0, τ ′ = Reζ < 0,to be
(5.5)
In the limit q 1 → −q 2 , thenΘ 12 → −Θ 12 . Indeed in the neutral string case, where both ends of the string are on the same D-brane, the noncommutativity parameter at one end of the string is equal to minus that of the other end. For U (N ) Chan-Paton factors, the background magnetic fields can take on N possible values, giving rise to N noncommutativity parameters.
We remark that had we computed the charged string propagator between the states x − | and |x + , rather that β|, |α , we would have found the same noncommutativity parameters as derived in (5.2) and (5.5) , but the A → 0 limit of this propagator would be different from the neutral string expression.
Short Distance Behavior and Star Products
For τ > τ ′ and at σ = 0, the leading short distance singularity in the product of tachyon vertex operators is
: e
where we have defined
In order to derive the next to the last line in (6.1) we need to use the same identities used in computing (5.2). Note that (6.1) holds for fixed A. In the limit scaling limit [2] , (α ′ → 0, keeping G and Θ 12 fixed), the OPE reduces to the star product.
For σ = π the same equations (6.1),(6.3), will hold with Θ 12 replaced byΘ 12 .
To accomodate the existence of many noncommutativity parameters, the non-abelian U (N ) gauge theory (whose expansion around a U (1) N background we are considering here), must require a generalization of the usual noncommutative star product. It would be interesting to figure out the Lagrangian for our noncommutative gauge theory as well as the underlying U (N ) gauge transformations. Also in the spectrum are the charged vectors at different Landau levels. For each charged boson, the two polarizations have different masses. They differ from those of (7.3) by integer multiples of 2(q 1 +q 2 )G q 2 Θ 12 . (Notice that each Landau level has infinite degeneracy labeled by |x + ). All other states in the charged string spectrum become infinitely heavy and decouple in the scaling limit. So the complete spectrum of our U (1) N noncommutative field theory, which is derived from N neutral and N 2 −N charged string sectors, is described by N massless neutral gluons and the charged vectors above.
We have shown that our theory, which is a U (N ) gauge theory expanded around a U (1) N background, has a scaling limit. It would be of interest to work out the scaling limit of the full non-abelian gauge theory and its noncommutativity parameters. 
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